
HADRIAN, ANTONINUS PIUS AND THE CYRENAICAN CITIES* 

BY JOYCE REYNOLDS 

(Plates II-IV) 

In J7RS XL (1950), 77 f. P. M. Fraser published from a photograph a considerable 
but incomplete inscription comprising documents sent to the city of Cyrene by Hadrian 
(and possibly others during his reign). It seemed natural to relate them to the material and 
moral damage caused by the Jewish Revolt of A.D. 115-17, although Fraser thought that 
they had been inscribed much later. Subsequent discussion has been concentrated mainly 
on the opening sections, concerned with representation in the Panhellenion.1 

At the time of publication the stele carrying the inscription was without precise pro- 
venience within the city of Cyrene. Since then the late R. G. Goodchild has examined what 
survives of the records of the Italian Superintendency of Antiquities at Cyrene up to and 
including the early years of the Second World War, and established that it had been found 
re-used in the Byzantine paving of the late basilica on the north side of the street (' The 
Valley Street ') running through the cleft between the Acropolis and the Hill of the Temple 
of Zeus (see fig. i); indeed the building had been wrongly identified as a gymnasium 
by G. Oliverio on the strength of the references to a gymnasium on the stele.2 In later 
excavation of the general area, undertaken for the Libyan Department of Antiquities, 
Goodchild himself found seven additional pieces of the stele, all re-used in late buildings, 
the largest of them re-cut to serve as a column-base in the sixth-century church on the 
south side of the street. Clearly the stone was broken up and its elements dispersed by 
builders in the early Byzantine period; its original location remains a matter of conjecture. 

Goodchild made a careful study of the pieces he found and drew a reconstruction of 
the whole stele (P1. II) in which he located exactly all but one; this loose piece belonged, 
without doubt, in the area between lines 48 and 63 where too little of the text survives for 
any precision in interpretation. 

It can now be seen that the stele was probably inscribed during the reign of Antoninus 
Pius (see 1. 69). For the letter-forms Cyrene can offer close parallels of mid-second-century 
date, which could not be known to Fraser when he suggested the third century as the likely 
time of inscription. The documents that it contains are more numerous than originally 
appeared and although diverse in content are linked by the point that all demonstrate the 
superiority of Cyrene over the other cities of the province. She is a metropolis, the venue 
of the governors' assize courts, the site of the provincial imperial cult; and when her 
position was challenged both Hadrian and Pius maintained it, even, perhaps, enhanced 
it. Clearly the inscription was cut to demonstrate this-and points stressed in earlier 
discussions, such as the problems of Cyrene after the Jewish Revolt, the importance of the 
Gymnasium, the membership of Cyrenaican cities in the Panhellenion, are incidental to the 
main purpose of the inscribing authority. In view of this it is extremely unlikely that the 
stele was ever erected in any gymnasium. It needed to be in an area frequented on those 
occasions when the citizens of other Cyrenaican cities assembled at Cyrene for meetings 
of the provincial koinon. Since Goodchild reckoned that the stele must have been at least 
I 42 m high by about 0 72 wide its weight alone would suggest an original location not 
very far from the Valley Street where its pieces were found. Moreover it is not the only 
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stone found re-used in this area which is concerned with the koinon; there is also a later 
inscription (unpublished) referring specifically to provincial affairs. Goodchild, I know, 
inclined to think that in the fifth century A.D. there were provincial meetings focussed on 
the area of the Market Theatre, which in fact stands beside the Valley Street (fig. i); but 
as far as I am aware he did not seriously consider where they may have taken place earlier. 
It seems worth suggesting that it was in the Caesareum, less than zoo yards away, from which 
stones were demonstrably brought for re-use in the later phases of the Valley Street buildings; 
it had been devoted to the cult of Rome (and no doubt the imperial house) at least from the 
time of Augustus ;3 while its porticoes, great courtyard, basilica, temple and adjacent 
theatre were eminently suitable for the purpose of a provincial assembly. Only when the 
Caesareum was converted into a fort in the later third century was something else required.4 
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FIG. I. PLAN OF CYRENE 

Drawn by W. Thompson, Mu4seu-m of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge. Copyright reserved 

3 For the dedication of the Caesareum to Rome 
(presumably with Augustus) see J. M. Reynolds 
PBSR xxvi (1958), 159. 

4R. G. Goodchild, op. cit. (n. 2), 74 f. 
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The text as now known reads as follows: 

vac. eEas vac. Tix [a, vac. ]&yax[a vac. ] 
AC'TOKparcop Kaviaap eEoC Tpa[iavoUD] TTapeIKO [V VIOuS, eEoC] 

NEpova vicovoS, TpaiavOS 'A5piav E?[s lEpa]rr6os, aPXIE [PEaVS y10TOS], 
8TIApXlK-S Eg01ViasJ-6 TO te, vJTraT [os r6O y'], 1Trc-rTp rraTp [isos] 

5 vac. KupTrvaiois vac. XaPp[EaV vac. ] 
o apXcOv TOij flaVEaATViOU EPe&KaKEI E'-rr1iT1oAai poi [Epi "ifIS &]~icbaECOS 0J56[V airou8Sa&Cv? 

. C. I 3 ...] 
T'a 8oavra pot aVTaypa4aa Kal itv E-TEaya -Mv -rrpOK4a v?]v &'rr64plolv?.. C. I7. 

Kapos O KpaTlOT&os a&vevTaTos vac. EvTVXEIJa[TE vac. .. c. 30-40 ..] 
EXEcreai BE! V. Oi ,U?VTOI 8iKala a`lovUCiv TCOV a0tc[v? .E. c. 40 ..] y- 

10 vos 'AXaiov Kal 0Cn<pEIPCOS ACApiov aVToi 8E iQeayEvE[Is .. C. 36 . .]ov 6? 
aTpOCEKTKraVTO TTrV Trpoaayopiav alTo TOV E-rrvKPa[T- .. C. 35 .. Tlv 'rr6O- 
7iv KupTrvaicov 8i) 8V'o ovE'povs rrEarro6vrTco [v. .. C. 40 ..1 vac. 

KEqp6caia ? ima-roXfi [S eEoi1 WApiavoZi?] 
lTpOKE1AEVOV 8E 'E-rT-A0US ?vi OTr apa E`rEeEao[... 

15 caVPqEpE1V T- TrroAal TrpovTroovAyav aOV ?It [.. 

ava&vTciv Ti&S TraAal&S cVIJC$OV aVYEVaias SI-a[... 
eWe'aEaema SoKET ETE56cKE' 2 V. leaf v. viuv [... 
TrOToJavOpcAlTOTaTTv Kal KaiTmV TOrV y?voS [. .E . 

IrlTrpOTroAlS Kai ra EiS TroIs 'EDArTvaS Epya a! [.. 35-45 . .Y 
20 ypaca oTr Ka?a Kal TFpETrOvTa aVTOIS EaCTVr[... 

Evaia SiKalOV TO TTpOs TTV ITrTpoiTroIV EV[.. 35-45 .. Ka]- 
eacTC)TaS ThV ETriKovpiav iTapa T-cAV EA [vcAv? ... 

COs p. v 1 o!po'oai -rrXiioS a&v8p-v Trap'[... 
Trav [y]Evos Kal -ro?wi 8T'l ,uAWSov Tr"v KupTr [vakcov iTro6Av... 

vac. 
25 vac. KaEpa'atov ?K 8 [taT'aypa-ros ea0oJ ASptavou vac.] 

PoiAoifIrAv 8' av vi.as ,TI Tc$ op6ocp rCOV a[.. c. 37 . .]cpF ETiav- 
Tas Kad avaAvrjaeEVTcvas oTtr alcXpOv EaTi [. C. 20 . . -TrroV 8ia] XpT,0.o0SU rTOIl 
'ArToAOcovos 4 KOiapEVr1V avaticos Kai T[.. C. 28 . r.] T -f TaAaa-s 8ia- 

Eatv'vuvAei a oiJvau i -raT['?v 'iaE-rpav TrrAtv Kat o2Y l.tvov o]1KiT0jrpas a-A l KE?1>?VTV aUVVEMEIV Kal avvv UTja T[VU??a OI a U OO ]KTpSaA 
30 Kal o0Ka-TaS yEVEcreat TT&S rraTpi8oS v. [vac.] vac. 

lTvvJvvojAIa TO -yvtVacioV cvipc'v Ka[.. c. 35. l.a]veavcov TroN- 

Xo?tS "8ri TracSaS TrpE(POAE'VOVS Kai avt [avo?vovs.. c. o2 . .]v p 'v TrC K0O [t]} 
vc, yuvivacrico auvavaqpvpcovTa Trois a[.. c. 30 . .?]Ep1KrV iaic 
aiS PjV (pOITCA)VTaS Kai Tras 8iarpip'as troi[oVi?aVO1.. c. I4 * .8COPaE] ArI0VTat T. 

35 rrap' E`uoVu ioloEvas vac. [vac.] vac. 
0c ,ia2lora avaVKaiov i'v cAs T)claa[a ais auTol?.. C. 13 . . ? VoO,Esa]VIav E-rroir[a] a'- v. 

IA,nv, EcrTiv 8 'oivJV VOI1C -rrpO V-l4.-. C. 44 . .]c!v a&cp o0cAvCq claIS 

KaTO1K1COjAE'VrjV V. TiVES 8 av vo[.- .. c. 45 . .AJaKOV1KcV 
Ka' T1JX1l TiVL & yaeij Tfs Kvupi'vil [.. c. 42 . . A]v TOiS AaK85at- 

40 ioviolos ErTvOppcomKbs TOJ [.s . c. 44 ..] vac. 
[..]THCCNC[.]NXOPA[ ... .]N[* c. 54 * * ]TCauapa v. 

&Acp1ECAVyap aveprrc [v .. c. 56 .. Aa]5coviK 
acAqpoauvvn Kal (arKg [cois... 

cQ[p]cA yap KOa 8ta TO ----oYE 
45 aTrco TCOV EKCCOY[... 

P.qv VP[... 
KaT -rn 

50 [..] 8-9 . ]c!vrl TOv eaolJ TCOy[... f r t1 
f% I 
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[.5-6. . ]a;E =ovBuT1[ 
[ *5-6. **]YAIONIAO [ .. . 

55 [ia-roi]Kiaav [-r5?... 
[. .5-6. .]...j 
[c. 6 lines altogether lost herej 

63 Kayc6 iT&vW &iOS oa &vsOkl[rlv... 
Kal TrCv St' 'vp&s nrap av [Tcov... 

oaOtI aV EK T15 OeirpaS iT [AcS ... 
Trai lOrap' peiv 'Epyaaov-oral A[... 

67 TCrw avv 6r&rco O'aoi ANAAO[.. . 
-rEeVavai 8eao-o -rrpos [-r*e- 
vac. KEq&Aaia 6-rriCa-[ToAoCv Toi] Kvpfov 'AVTcOV{Ev[ov vac.] 

70 BEPVEIKETS fgiovv Kal ayopa[v BiKCov? airrov a&Xe]T8j arpooe8ijvai p,Uv oiv Ta-o [dyopa 
i]- 

otS -rr(&vv EApyW$&S Elval POI ? [50oEV O yap &]virTraToS cS1rTEp faTE Kal v111E1S k1rrip 

Vos Oo10U TrlS Te KP1TIS KalX T [-s KUpLvns] OtIK ECrriv iKavOS 7TXEiCO XPOVOV 16(YEIV 
[?v U]- 

iElv i vUv TTOtEl v. &ioIVTCIc [v oGv TCIOv] PePVEIKEC0V iTapa ,?pO5 asyEaeat TTlV ayo [ph&v?] 
?v ?K&arT1 -Tr6;El rrrEKKPtV44[InV 6Tr al ?v]vuv TTjV ayopalav gXouvaai lrTo?EtS a&8jXo6v 

EaYTIV [cbs] 
75 BE0ovrat TO 1.1pi KaT' ?vilOJT [Ov ?X?EV c6]airrsp E?XOV V. &ppalPEejvai 8E TOIVS EXovTas 

c - 
UT?rEP T [OU] 

8oeijvai TroS oUVK EXOuatV[ ?a&8KT-ja]ai piot SOKET -rrMv ?i Eil I pa 'tIIETV POU?XO,EVOIS 
ilY T[O] 

TOI106rrV KOIVCOVIaV Ka[TaaT-r-aa] vac. 
AUroKp&Crclop Kakcrap eo0 CA [BpIavoU Uv]6S, eEOU TpatavoG lTapOiKou uicovo's, eeo- 

NEppoUa gyy [o] 

voS, TITOS AIAtoS WApiav [OS 'AvTcovE]TvoS XEaacrToS, &PXIEPEIS E?YIyrrOS 81TWap>XiKTjS 
? [oU]- 

80 aiaS TO }', aVrOKpOTcO [p TO P', 1rrra]-Tos TO 8', TraTiip lTOcTpf 8os, TTONEpatEVUal 

BapKyalo [ost vac.] 
XaiPEtV vac. 0[auv&]co 6CI OTl w8ETrOTE ?v TCI CErrpoaesv Xp6vcI BiaTrEvpyav [TES &?A&] 

aVOVeiaVTa ES S TOV TCI) [v Kvupjv]qicov &yc-va vvv Trpc-OTOV drTEaroEiXa-T, ov yap 
&yvO?E [TE OTt] 

TO Ta TOITaUa KaiVOTOp [?Tv ?aiTi]av -rrap6Xs TalS -rots t6Xat qIoVEiKiaS V. Ay4veTO TOrViJ [v 
, 

avv]- 
evatla 1ITrEp TOiO EevovS [..C. 7. . ]va -rrPEVajEuEV Ocia??ptos Tavacavlas 4- TO qo'8t [ov 

85 TCI) El IPr TrpoTIKa V'TrEa[X11Tra e0ru]XETTE vac. 

Loose fragment (o og x o I6 X 0 09) from the right side of the stele, to be placed somewhere 
between 11. 49 and 63. 

... ]a Trp6s 

... ]vacat. 

... ]qE EiS TO 

. . . ]8E10ovTat 

5 ... .a]rapa 
... ]tIWov- 
... ]vacat. 

A fairly literal translation of the two new documents in 11. 69 f. is appended: 
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Chief points from letters of our lord Antoninus: 
The Bereniceans requested that an assize should be held in their city; but it seemed to me difficult 
to add to the number of court-days, for, as you know yourselves, the proconsul, having charge of 
Crete at the same time as of Cyrene, is unable to spend more time with you than he already does. 
Since the Bereniceans request that the assize should be held in each city in turn, I replied that it is 
not clear how the cities which already have an assize will take it if they do not have it annually as in 
the past; for those who have it to be deprived of it in order to give it to those who do not seems to 
me to inflict injustice, unless the establishment of such a rotation were made with your consent. 

The Emperor Caesar T. Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus, son of Divus Hadrianus, 
grandson of Divus Trajanus Parthicus, greatgrandson of Divus Nerva, pontifex maximus, in the 
seventeenth year of his tribunician power, hailed Imperator twice, consul for the fourth time, father 
of his country, greets the people of Ptolemais Barka. 

I am surprised that after sending no earlier protest, but joining in the sacrifice for the games held 
by the Cyrenaeans, you have now for the first time despatched an ambassador; for you are not 
ignorant that this kind of innovation is a source of strife between cities; therefore common(?) 
sacrifice was established(?) for the whole province. Valerius Pausanias carried out the function of 
ambassador; travelling expenses should be paid to him unless he promised to pay them himself. 
Farewell. 

In compiling the following notes on the reading I have omitted earlier proposals 
outdated by discovery of the new fragments. 0,1 = Oliver in Hesperia xx; 0.2= Oliver 
in Hesperia Supplement XIII; F. notes = the results of a re-reading of the stone by Fraser 
which he generously made available to me (for full references see n. i above). 

L. 6, (qE7K?1 F. (0., L.), O.p9XKg (0.2); ![ F. (L.), rr[epi (0.1), (r[po-r.i - (0.2); 1. 7, rpo [ F. (O.), 
fPOIt ?rTPOM, F. notes 1. 9, av-r F. (O., L.), AYTA F. notes, aOr[oqv6$v (0.2); 1. IO, A6$pov F. 
(0.1, L.), Acbpiov F. notes, ACap[yjov (0.2); !erYEv[s F. (0., L.), IeayEVE[ts F. notes; 1. I, 'ETrrKpy[ 
F., mrrKpy[ (O., L.) a form or derivative of krrtKp?inEaeat, 0.2, &iKpa[ F. notes; 1. 13, hTlaro? [fus 
F. (O,2), bria-ro7in [s F. notes; 1. I4, 'EwlTmous F., 91rri' Tr7ous (O.); kriEow[av F. (O., L.), hrr?8a[v 
F. notes; 1. IS, vUA[.]yEtv F. (0.1, L.), av7,W v. y?eiv F. notes, aVI1[T]~pElV (0.2); 1. I6, bie[ F. (0.2); 
. I7, ewe[S]aEcrea F., ecaeAmaew F. notes, eo eiacrOai, perhaps km`5ya]/e?, etc. (0.2,); 1. I9, [6Jpa/ 

1TWEia-roUs F. (0.2), Kal -r& E1s -ro*s F. notes; EPrAA F. (0.2), gpya F. notes; 1. 2I, Ev om. F. (0.2), 

add. F. notes; 1. 22, bT[tKjoUpiav F. (0.2), ?orKoup(av F. notes; e[ F. (0.2), eEA [ F. notes, perhaps 
'E7\a F from a squeeze; 1. 23, po*Aotpu F. (O.2), ,o*Xop2oat F. notes; wrap[ F. (0.2), -rrapd F. notes; 
1. 24, [y]4vos F. (O.2), yivos F. notes; 'roXr8?vap.ov F. (0.2); Kvp [ivnv F. (0.2), Kupi [vrv F. notes; 
1. z, bk[ F. (0.2); 1. 26, vM?ac]65[v] F. (0.2), (iuaS p" F notes; 1. 28, ta [ F. (0.2), ?KaTr[?arPa- 
ppriv F., xorr F. notes; 1. 32, av[ F., ai[ (0.2); 1 36, !W F. (0.2), .tAv F. notes; 'rrpov[ F. (0.2); 
1. 39, Kvpiv[s F. (0.2); 1. 40, [p]ovioIs F. (0.2); 1. 41, ]HO[ JN[ F. (0.2); 1. 4, yp[ F. (0.2), rFN[ 
F. notes; 1. 46, T&$v[3]OY[ F. (0.2); 1. 47, j.nrv T[ F. (0.2); 1. 49, ]o[ F. (0.2). 

Interpretation and reconstruction 
From 1. 6 onwards the line length is variable, since the letters are sometimes squeezed up against 

each other and sometimes strung out. I calculate that it oscillates between sixty five and eighty letters. 
I have limited my commentary largely (though not quite entirely) to points on which there is 

new evidence available. For that reason my notes inevitably sound very critical of earlier editors, 
although in fact I gratefully acknowledge my heavy debt to them. 
1. 2, Fraser and Oliver tentatively proposed to include AaKIoOU among Trajan's titles but the new 
fragment shows the precise relationship of this line to the two below it, where the supplements are 
certain, and demonstrates that there is no room for it. 
1. 4, the imperial titles date the document in A.D. 134/5, about two years after the foundation of the 
Panhellenion and, as Oliver2 points out, at a stage when consideration of applications for member- 
ship must have takren up much of the time of its officers. 
1. 5, the common formula used in addressing a city is &pXouva ,ovMAj bpcp -r&$v efvcov and it may be that 
Kvpilvacois here represents a summary of this (so, tentatively, Dr. Wynne Williams in correspondence); 
but the emperor's title is given in full so that a summary is surprising, and the phenomenon recurs 
in the letter of Antoninus Pius to Ptolemais, 11. 78-80 below. An obvious parallel is in the imperial 
correspondence with Delphi which is addressed LW&pcov mri~ ir6?A?i (cf. Foujiles de Delphes III. IV. 3, nos. 
301, 302); presumably the emperor tended to pick up the description used by his correspondents 
of themselves or by a third party, as here, no doubt, by the archon of the Panhellenion. 
11. 6f., Hadrian writes briefly to the Cyrenaeans on a subject on which he has been consulted by the 
archon of the Panhellenion,, and apparently also, though later, by the Cyrenaeans themselves,, though 
a Cyrenaean approach to the archon is probably implied as well. He has made a decision, incorporated 
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in a rescript to the archon, sends an additional document to the Cyrenaeans and also refers to some 
action of the proconsul Salvius Carus. In 1. 6 the reading &isie6 (the crossbar of A seems to me clear) 
antiquates much of the discussion of this line; for the use of q8evca in this kind of context cf. the letter 
of an archon of the Panhellenion in 157/8 (OGIS 507 = Oliver, Hesperia Supp. xiii, II5, no. 30, 
1. 4 f., e&voPEV . .. fICKOKTES). It needs to be complemented by a participle on which brlaret?Aat 
must depend, but it is now clear that there is no room for T1 [poTrtiv which Oliver supplies here before 
7rEpi; something, perhaps, with the sense of o-rrou&aNcov must be supposed later in the line-the archon 
had already been zealous to send to Hadrian on the subject on which the Cyrenaeans had made their 
request (for this sense of &kicoaiS see H. J. Mason, Greek Terms for Roman Institutions s.v.). It would 
appear from what follows that Cyrene was already a member of the Panhellenion (so Larsen and 
Oliver2 against Oliver' and Welles) and asking for something more. As Oliver2 points out, 1. 9 shows 
that one request was rejected as improper; since it is not rational to suppose that the Cyrenaeans 
would advertise the fact if it were theirs (and this argument is strengthened by the extended context 
into which the document must now be fitted), I follow him in supposing that 1. 9 refers to an appli- 
cation for membership made by a rival of the Cyrenaeans, and so take 1. 6 to mean that the Cyrenaean 
request was for the rejection of this application, which must have been indicated at the end of the line. 
We have no clue to the identity of the rejected group-Oliver2, p. 99, no. 8, suggested, but without 
conviction, that it was the city of Apollonia. There seem to me no valid grounds for this. 
1. 7, Hadrian states that he has replied as seemed right to him and sent something to the Cyrenaeans 
as well. Fraser thought that this might be a report from, or a document ratified and sent to the emperor 
by, the proconsul whose name began at the end of the line; cf. also Oliver', proposing iv 97rdarrl?E 
1aXo*no5, or Oliver2, with 'v gypaye 1aco*to5 at that point. With the new fragment it seems more pro- 
bable that what the emperor sent to Cyrene was a copy of his own rescript to the archon of the 
Panhellenion and so, perhaps, that something like T-'V 7TpoK [Etpivr]v &ioK [pictv stood here (a word with 
the sense of copy rather than of answer would be more satisfying, but &rroypaq' seems not to be attested 
in this sense in the Roman period, cf. Mason, loc. cit. under 1. 6 f., and Preisigke, Worterbuch, s.v.). 
The link with Salvius could have been made by a phrase on the lines of cbs irpoaoBat-ai jlov, as Salvius 
asked of me, implying, no doubt, that the Cyrenaean request was made through the proconsul 
and not direct to the emperor by means of an embassy. 
11. 8-i z continued then, I suggest, with the substance of Hadrian's reply to the archon rather than 
of a letter either to or from the proconsul, or indeed of another letter from the emperor to Cyrene. 
It needed no new heading because it was already explained by Hadrian's statement in 11. 7-8. 
Unfortunately the new fragment adds little here and any reconstruction must be very tentative indeed. 
I follow Oliver2 in thinking that the text refers first to a group whose claim to representation in 
the Panhellenion was in some way improper; and since 1. io clearly refers to true Greek descent, 
I presume that it was in this matter that it failed, so that it was not entitled to representation in the 
Panhellenion at all, rather than that it was not entitled to as many representatives as Cyrene. With 
Oliver2, therefore, I reject the proposal of Oliver' for the end of 1. 8 (rEpl TCOrV Kuprjvaicov A7y6vTcov Tri) 
for something such as he substitutes here-Akyovuwv 6Tr aCiv65pOv Kai 'E axIrCov, though I think that these 
rejected claimants must have been named. In 1. Io, where Fraser and Oliver' saw references to the 
heroes Achaeus and Dorus, it is now clear that we have adjectives qualifying yAvo5; cf. Sta r6 yivos 
'EMflvwK6V in the justification for allowing representation in the Panhellenion to Cibyra, Oliver, 
Hesperia Supp. XIII 95, no. 6. There can be no serious doubt that the Cyrenaeans are in question 
here; but, as Fraser noted, dxp?tP&s presents difficulties and these do not seem to me to be solved 
completely by the translation of Oliver2, in the truest sense. It may be that the Theran dialect shows 
affinities with Achaean as well as Laconian (Oliver quotes F. Kiechle, Lakonien und Sparta, Vestigia 
v (i963), 8I-95 in this connection), implying two elements in the Theran population which the 
Theran colonists of Cyrene will have brought with them; but the run of the sentence surely sug- 
gests not two elements in Cyrene's original population but a wider definition narrowed down to a 
more precise one by c&1pE665. Could the phrase mean Greek and strictly Dorian (as suggested to me 
by Mrs. P. E. Easterling)? 

Oliver restores 11. 9-I I to give 
8XEox-eat SP o* p?vroI 8iKa1a itoiOaiv TG$v a&r[oqpvCov Kuprlvaicov iv ?K rraato -r6 yi]- 
voS 'AXat6v Kal cxpEIP65s Acbp [i]ov arrol 8 !?ay?v?[ts pi&7ov f AVES T'a &vooev OVTs] 

-rrpOCaEKTravrTO TirV lTpoaYTyopifav &6 -rou 9IKp [1Typ Oaeai.?... 

The new fragment necessitates some alterations in this at the end of 1. io and before the break in 
1. I i; but in addition to these it seems to me difficult to take ieay'Vs in the sense indigenous rather 
than true-born, with reference to the yivos which has just been mentioned. If 8S is adversative then 
perhaps we should expect i8ay?V?1S Oi~ 6VT?; but I wonder whether this is so and would suggest, 
tentatively, that cntrof might be the Cyrenaeans. The essential part of the statement made in 11. 9- 
IO would then be that Cyrene had been founded by Greeks and the Cyrenaeans themselves remained 
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of pure stock. I suggest for consideration something on the following lines, although I am conscious 
that it is not entirely satisfying, notably because it is not normal to speak of a race as despatching 
colonists: 

UXEeat SE! o0i pivTro 8iKaa &aiov-aivrGcv T *rr4[v &6ti.vot &viirp ot Kupivcdoi oS oiE?rEy pi.v] yg- 
vos 'AXat6v Yca dptKP?16s Acbpiowv arrol Si leaEvS OV[ES... 

The new fragment suggests that a new sentence began near the end of 1. io, perhaps with an 
adjective of two terminations qualifying -rrpoalyopfav in 1. ii, ? And they obtained in addition the 
glorious (?) title; thereafter, on the basis of Fraser's first reading, Oliver2 suggested some part of iri- 
Kpl=orrreat, and a reference to irregular infiltration into the Hellenic citizen body. With &lTyKpa[... 
for ITrKwU [ . .. we are more likely to have iYpcET1v - to prevail over, referring perhaps to a title 
derived from Cyrene's predominance in the region. In 11. I9 and zi there occurs the title Il.uTpo7=Ats 
in which Cyrene took considerable pride in the second half of the second century, to judge by the 
number of times it appears in inscriptions. I would suggest the possibility that this is the title in 
question and that the word itself occurred in the missing part of 1. io; while originally an expression 
of her claim to have founded the other cities of the territory, it also became, in the Roman context, a 
statement of her superior rank in the province. 
1. I2, Fraser and Oliver '(no comment by Oliver 2), taking TrEPWor1r6oov as an imperative, seem to envisage 
translating let them send two synhedroi to the city of the Cyrenaeans, which can hardly be right. Larsen 
takes ir67av as belonging to the preceeding phrase and -RTEin6VTcov as a participle, which seems to be 
easier, with the Cyrenaeans ?accordingly (so Larsen) sending two synhedroi (sc. to the Panhellenion). 
It must be admitted that the reference to two representatives from Cyrene might suggest that the 
rivals were allowed to send one; although the stress may be wholly on iEPTr6vrcav, with the figure 
added only as an incidental fact. 
1. 13 gives a new heading and it seems to me that this must introduce a new (and later) document, 
quite possibly on a new aspect of Cyrene's status. The name of the writer of the letter which is 
summarized is lost; Fraser has proposed Hadrian, Oliver the governor and Welles the Cyrenaeans 
themselves. The last solution is ruled out, as Oliver 2 has already noted, by0,uc5v and pof in 11. i6, I7, 
demonstrating that a singular subject addresses a plural object; there is of course no objection, as 
supposed by Welles, to making excerpts from imperial letters and a clear instance of the practice 
occurs on this stele at 1. 64. In the context as we now have it the subject is overwhelmingly likely 
to have been an emperor and pretty certainly Hadrian whose name I have tentatively restored; the 
content seems to indicate that his letter was addressed to Cyrene. 
1. I4, I follow Fraser in reading 'ETTriTrAovu, a personal name in the genitive case, and subject of 
rpOKEIlIpVOu (Oliver preferred km1 -rAous, taking the subject to be the governor, and probably the 
Salvius Carus named in the previous document who was, in his view, the writer of this letter); and 
I suggest that Epiteles is as likely to have been a Cyrenaean ambassador as an archon of the Pan- 
hellenion (so Fraser). It remains far from clear what was the one thing on which he insisted. At the 
end of the line all editors have proposed hdeTEo[av, but another possibility is rEco{[rlcoEV, with 
Apollo as subject. In 11. 27, 28 there is a reference to the Apolline oracles on which the first founders 
of Cyrene acted; they could also have formed the core of Epiteles' argument. 
1. I5, avpTEpEtv, read by Oliver from the photograph, is certainly right. If an Apolline oracle was 
mentioned in 1. I4, the accusative and infinitive construction here must give part of its content and 
ccCrr6v should be Battus. There is a difficulty in the suggestion of H. M. Last (ap. Fraser) that Trpo- 
uiroaov7EyEI -Latin sublegere, but there is no real need to look beyond the Greek sense of the word, 
to collect gradually in advance. 
11. i6 f., too little survives for assured reconstruction and it is not easy to see how brT8'coy pot fits in; 
perhaps Epiteles gave Hadrian a document (? a Cyrenaean decree) which stressed preservation 
(cf. Fraser's Sw.a[65oOae in 1. I6) of the memory of the ancient nobility in a Cyrene founded in accor- 
dance with Apolline oracles, and made proposals for some reform (cf. Fraser's Krrop]/ecoOe[i]aEOaa 
in 11. I6/I7)- 
11. I7 f., a new sentence obviously begins at viwv in 1. I7; but in 11. I8/I9 the writer may have returned 
to the past with descriptions of Cyrene as most populous and most beautiful and (although I have 
no explanation of how the change from accusative case to nominative occurred) as metropolis and 
probably benefactor of the Greeks (which recalls the city's donations of corn to Greek cities in the 
fourth century B.C., SEG IX. 2). All this must be intended to explain why Hadrian has written to 
persons whose name is lost, pointing out what is honourable and fitting for them (I. zo), in fact 
probably urging on them the justice of behaving well to their metropolis (?-r6 iTp6s -rnv pinlrpoi6XIV 0 

[ioi6TV may give the kind of sense in 1. 21). If that view is on the right lines, this document, like 
the earlier ones, may arise from a challenge, presumably from one of her daughter cities, to Cyrene's 
status. But it is not clear why HIadrianl should then refer to help from the Greeks (1. 22). Fraser's 
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EAAA [, read from his squeeze, would solve this difficulty, giving, presumably, tE4Wa 8[pXcov, but 
I still feel that HE is more like what I saw on the stone. If I am right, the occasion could perhaps 
be connected with a fragment of an approximately contemporary inscription in which Greeks (?other 
Cyrenaican Greeks rather than Greeks in general) are begged to save their 'mother Cyrene ', and 
there is a reference to gifts and to corn, followed by a list, which I take to be a list of subscribers, 
in which the first name is Oems 'A8piavoS (G. Oliverio, ASAA XXXIX-XL (I961-z), 257, no. 68). Alter- 
natively, coming after one reference to population (1. i8) and before another (1. 23), it may be that 
what was proposed was a voluntary ' colonization ' of Cyrene by her daughter cities. Colonists were 
sent to Cyrenaica from elsewhere immediately after the Jewish Revolt (Orosius VII. i2b and the 
inscription from Attaleia, Turk Tarih Belleten xi (I947), ioi f. quoted by Fraser, p. 84, n. 37). We 
do not know whether any of these went to Cyrene (but for a few possible traces of them see J. M. 
Reynolds, PCPS CLXXXV (I959), 27). A second despatch of colonists in or after 134/5 is a possibility. 
1. 23, being outspaced, may mark the start of a new paragraph (but see below under 1. 40); it seems 
to introduce the emperor's wishes in relation to size of population. It may be that he wished increase 
of population for every race and especially for Cyrene-but there is very little space for any practical 
proposal (see above on 1. 20 f. for what he is known to have done). 
1. 25 carries a new heading, indicating again an excerpt from a document which, like Fraser, I 
suppose to be described as an imperial edict, although its language is that of a letter. It appears to 
have continued to 1. 63, unless another heading stood in the lost area after 1. 56. 
11. 26 f., the emperor addresses a group who can, I believe, now be seen to be the Cyrenaeans them- 
selves (cf. ofKf)Topas in 1. 29) rather than Greeks from elsewhere, whether the mainland or other parts 
of Cyrenaica, as originally suggested by Fraser. He apparently urges them to take initiatives them- 
selves. The general line of his argument seems clear enough, despite the gaps in 11. 26-8: they should 
not yield to fear, but, remembering that it is disgraceful to allow a city founded in accordance with 
Apolline oracles to lie in ruins in a manner unworthy of its ancient fame, should become not simply 
residents but also founders of what is their own country. In 1. z6 the sense that I suppose in the 
gap would be provided by something on the lines of Tr6v &[rrrvXouaG$v CiWv Kca<orraOevV, followed by 
one or more adverbs, such as xcrEv]65S; in 1. 27 by ['rro7rTas 6VTa-ras &ioXE7?rew wv6Xv, etc.; in 1. 28 by 
TCa alXacmpcos Kai avEu rfis 566s]; while in 1. 29 the formulae printed seem reasonably probable. 

What the new fragment has added here, besides the identity of those addressed, is, I suggest, 
a strong likelihood that the point is not now population, but public buildings, so that the difficulties 
over the gymnasium introduced in 1. 30 have a very straightforward context. Not all the restora- 
tions of buildings at Cyrene in this period are dated, but there is a series from ii8 and II9, when 
Hadrian himself was active and seems to show a preoccupation with official works (a road, the 
Caesareum and Basilica, the Baths which had been given to the city by Trajan); and then in I38 
the city honours him in the dedication of a base in the temple commonly called the Capitolium 
where it describes itself as KioafpOeTr (rrr' a*ToO (SEG IX. I36). That may indicate that towards 
the end of his reign Hadrian undertook a second programme to provide less essential but desirable 
K6apoS (see also Reynolds, op. cit. above under 1. 17). In the present document in fact Hadrian 
proceeds from urging activity on the Cyrenaeans to a promise of specific help from himself; typically 
he gives something connected with education. In 1. 3I he probably said that he hears that the gym- 
nasium is lying in ruins (perhaps something like Ka[TaP;?eijval (v TCp lovSafcav rro)ktvcp Kai pa]ve&vcov 
stood here). It is now reasonably clear that his gift is not, as Fraser guessed, a training ground in 
which old and new citizens could mingle together, but one specifically for the young. Something 
was clearly in operation (76 KoIvOV yvpv&aiov in 11. 32/3) and the emperor undertook to provide a 
new gymnasium for ephebes in which they would not have to rub shoulders with older men; 
frequenting this, so he argues, they would really appreciate the imperial generosity. The sense 
might be given by something like au [avopuvouoS Kai oln ao1OovrTas T?rv yupvaa-rwK]v in 1. 32, &[vspaai 
8iScopi CpTv Kaiv'v waAafaTpav fly11piKfv, in 1. 33, [OijeOi Kal &oVTE5 8)pEaS] in 1. 34. 

The gift was presumably the Hadrianic Gymnasium (Xystos) of Hermes and Heracles, whose 
outer wall, fronting the street which ran from the Caesareum to the Agora, has recently been re-erected 
by Professor Sandro Stucchi (S. Stucchi, Architettura Cirenaica (I975), 127 f. and fig. I09). 
11. 36 f. contain a new section, as the vacat at the end of 1. 35 followed by the outspacing 
of 1. 36 shows, but it is very fragmentary despite the new additions. Hadrian seems to be referring 
to a benefit conferred earlier, at urgent Cyrenaean request, which may be the vopoieEaa that I have 
tentatively restored in 1. 36 (on the basis of SEG xvii. 8o, dated to 128/9, in which Hadrian is honoured 
as vopoe' s). If that is right, the following lines appear to be indicating that he took the Spartan 
code for a model, as being particularly appropriate in view of the Spartan connections of Cyrene's 
founders (for these see e.g. F. Kiechle, op. cit. (p. ii6 above) on 1. io, Josephus, By II. 38i and 
Synesius, Epp. 57). An inscription discovered in 1977 by the expedition from the Museum of the 
University of Pennsylvania, working in the extra-mural temple of Demeter at Cyrene, also has a 
bearing on this, and I am able to mention it by the generosity of Professor Donald White, the Director 
of excavations: its fragmentary lines contain the words &ycoy&vz Kai Cop [layt] and TUaI&aS, followed, 
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after a gap, by -Tap& AaccE8atj.o [vicov; the stone carries no date and its worn letters seem at first sight 
to be a good deal earlier than Hadrian; they perhaps indicate an earlier action of the same character 
as Hadrian's, but I may have misdated them. In 1. 38 there seems to be a rhetorical question which 
perhaps made the same point. 
1. 4o, the vacat at the end is odd unless the line contained the end of the paragraph ; and it must 
be observed that 1. 4I is so badly damaged that it is impossible to be sure that it was not outspaced; 
in fact I think that it must have been. On the other hand there is a vacat, though a much smaller 
one, at the end of 1. 41 itself and 1. 42 is again outspaced. L. 42, however, and each of the next two 
outspaced lines, 44 and 47, open with a phrase which is linked to the preceding lines by a particle 
or conjunction (y&p in 11. 42, 44 and Kai in 1. 47), so that they are unlikely to start new sections. It 
seems possible that in this area of the stone outspacing was sometimes used for emphasis. 

The reading at the beginning of 1. 41 seems to me too uncertain for conjecture. The figure 
at the end may perhaps refer to four characteristic Spartan virtues which Hadrian hoped to in- 
culcate by his code: the aycpoovrn and &cnals of 1. 43 and two more. In 1. 44 the first word before 
the break seems likely to have been ykvos or yevac0at; but by this point the text has become too 
defective for serious discussion. In 1. 50 the god is presumably Apollo and perhaps Hadrian spoke 
of his iKacioaivi1-or could there have been a reference (if so rather poetic in formulation) to the 
-rpi(Ovs tiawvroaivvi ? In 1. 54 there may perhaps have been mention of the elder of the two Cyrenaeans 
named Ti. Claudius Jason Magnus whose family was prominent in the middle and later second 
century, the son becoming president of the Panhellenion in I57 (see J. H. Oliver, Hesperia Supple- 
ment xiiI, I15 f., and earlier discussion by L. Moretti, Epigraphica xxxi (i969), 139 f., L. Robert, 
gApX. 'Eq. I969 (I970), I f.). 
1. 55 may have contained some part of the verb oiKiwC. 
1. 63, the range of meanings of dvaTreepac seems too wide to allow any certainty about what the emperor 
gladly did. 
1. 65, being unlinked to 1. 64, perhaps starts a new section in which two groups are described, both 
introduced by faoi 6-v. The first, stated to be from Cyrene (1. 65) and apparently going to be active 
there (l. 66), is in some way related to the proconsul (l. 67); of the second, which may be from else- 
where but may also be from Cyrene, nothing can be said with any certainty; in 1. 68 I am not clear 
how to break up the letter groups (?Teevdtvai 8 gpo, rev&va 8wpoiVo). 

Of the completely new documents the first is headed Chief points from correspondence of the lord 
Antoninus (1. 69). The emperor must be Pius (as also below in 11. 78 f., where his name and title are 
set out in full); he was presumably alive when this line was inscribed. The general sense is clear: 
the Bereniceans had asked that an assize court should be held in their city and when Pius refused 
to add to the burdens of the governor proposed that, in future, assizes should be held at each city 
in turn; but Pius was not prepared to accept the principle of rotation without the agreement of the 
cities whose privileges would be curtailed thereby. 

The summary falls into two clearly marked sections, in each of which a brief account of the 
request made by the Bereniceans (BepVsweis f~iouv..., 1. 70, &itOI [ oi rGV3 BEpVen&ov. . ., 1. 73) 
is followed by the essentials of the emperor's reply, given in his own words. Ll. 70-3 are surely 
taken from a letter to the Bereniceans to whom the words C"OTrep tore Kacdveils are most naturally 
addressed. Obviously the emperor also wrote to the Bereniceans in reply to their second request 
(11. 73 f.) but the ipeTv of 1. 76 must be the cities which would lose their annual enjoyment of the 
court if the request were granted. The excerptor used two documents, therefore, one addressed to 
the Bereniceans and one to others, and it is necessary to restore t1a[4-ro?Waiv] not Jr [rTo7di<j in 1. 69. 

The length of the supplements in the centre and at the right-hand ends of the lines is variable 
mainly because the surviving left-hand side of the stele is broken at the right on an oblique line and 
so preserves less of the text the lower it descends, while the central and right hand part has been 
recut to form a column base and so presents a circular edge; moreover in some lines there has been 
more extensive damage in the area of the break. For the central gap the supplements are certain (or 
virtually so) in 11. 69 and 72, and for the right hand end in 11. 7I, 72, 75 and 76; it is possible from 
this evidence to calculate an average line length of 66 letters. 
1. 70, it is clear from 11. 73, 74 that the object of the Berenicean request was that an assize court 
should be held in their city. On assize courts see the material collected by Mommsen (Ges. Schr. 
VIII. I. 534) and L. Robert, Rev. Phil. VII (I934), 277/8, Hellenica VII, 223 f., Bull. Ep. I968, 462 
together with the more recent discussions of the conventus/ assize system by Chr. Habicht, JRS 
Lxv (1975), 64 f. and G. P. Burton, ibid., 92 f. (the latter drawing on the inscription published here); 
the advantages to the cities in which they were held were considerable, not only in the easy availa- 
bility of justice but also, as indicated by Dio Chrysostom, Or. xxxvr. 15, in the trade brought by 
visitors. }For local jealousy of assize towns see Dio Chrysostom, XL. 35 and the discussion by Burton, 
op. cit., Ioo. The standard description is &yop&s 5m&$v or A~ &opcdos (&yopcda); cf. the instances in 
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Mason, op. cit. under 1. 6 f., s.v. &yop& and xyopottos, especially Modestinus, Dig. xxvii. I.6.2, referring 
to a decision of Pius and dividing cities into T'as pixrrpoi-r6XvS -rCv W&v, rars ?Xoic~as &yop&s SKc0v and 
-r&s 7\otra's; Josephus, Ant. Jud. xiv. IO. 2I, ?rpoaexe@cbV pot ?v TpXXEaiv Tirv &yopcdov &yovwn; and IGRR 
IV. 788 which gives both yupvaaiapXlaav-ra St' dyopaias and EV i Kai c dfyopajios ellx. 

The reading after the gap is uncertain, but is the result of independent examination by Good- 
child and myself and consonant with usages just cited. At the end of the line -racs [&yopaf]-/ots seems 
inevitable despite &yopaia in 1. 74, and is paralleled by IGRR IV, 788, in which both the two- and the 
three-termination forms of the adjective appear. 

For the sense by turns for Trapa txpos (imposed here by the reference to each city) see LSY s.v. 
pEpOS II. 2 (citing e.g. Plutarch, V. Fabii Maximi IO, . .. dos p?povs p6vos a&pcov PIA-rov f "r&vvTXcv Trapa 

PAPos). 
1. 73, &yo [paiav] is also possible at the end, cf. 1. 74. 
1. 74, the supplement at the centre should include the article for -r6xEIs and an adverb; v]uv seems 
to give the best sense, though rrp]iv is perhaps not impossible. At the end of the line a conjunction 
meaning how is wanted; there seems no room for more than cbs. 
1. 75 makes it perfectly clear that in the assize towns of Crete and Cyrene at this time an annual 
session was the rule, as it is likely to have been in other provinces too, see Burton, op. cit. under 
1. 70, P. 97-9. 

The identification of the cities at which assizes were already held is uncertain. Since Pius 
stresses the pressures on the time that the proconsul could spend in Cyrenaica, the Cretan cities 
can presumably be excluded. Cyrene was certainly an assize town, being in any case the metropolis; 
it is also pertinent to remember Hadrian's swift reconstruction of its civil basilica after the Jewish 
Revolt, cf. E. M. Smallwood, JRS XLII (I952), 37 f.; but Apollonia, in view of its proximity to 
Cyrene, was surely not. On geographical grounds one might expect a second assize town west of 
the Wadi Cuf which cuts the territory in two, and since Berenice was clearly not one it should be 
either Teucheira or Ptolemais. Hadrian is known to have restored a basilica suitable for the purpose 
at Teucheira after the Jewish Revolt (unpublished inscription excavated by Goodchild), but there 
is nothing else there at present to indicate regular visits from the governor. At Ptolemais there are 
several inscriptions which are suggestive, although not conclusive, evidence that this was an assize 
town (note especially C. H. Kraeling, Ptolemais, zio, no. ii, a proconsul acting with assessors, as 
the word adhibitis implies, and J. M. Reynolds PBSR xxx (i962), 34 f., no. 2; xxxiii (1965), 52 f. 
nos. a and b, vota pro salute principis recorded there); it may also be relevant that in Diocletian's 
reorganization it was Ptolemais which became the new provincial capital. Ptolemais and Teucheira 
are so close together that one would hardly expect an assize in both. 

The suggestion that the governor of Crete and Cyrene was worked to the reasonable limit is 
interesting and perhaps relevant to the possibility that in the early third century the two areas were, 
for a time, separated; see H. G. Pflaum, Annuaire de l'tcole Pratique des Hautes Etudes I974, 27I f., 
by whom, however, I am not quite convinced. 
11. 75-7, the supplements seem reasonably clear; and if &&Kijaai is not the right word it must surely 
give the right sense. 

The second document is a copy of a letter from Antoninus Pius to Ptolemais dated by his titles 
to I53/4 (1. 80). Again the general lines are absolutely clear. The Ptolemaeans, through their 
ambassador Valerius Pausanias, had asked for permission to hold an &y6v in their city; Pius replied, 
apparently sarcastically, that they had hitherto been wisely satisfied to participate in the common 
sacrifice and eycbv held at Cyrene, and were well aware that innovations of this sort carried the stigma 
of inter-city rivalry. The common sacrifice had been established for the whole province. 
1. 8o, for the address of the letter to the citizens in this way, see on 1. 5 above; it was presumably 
how the ambassador had described his city. It is also of interest that the citizens are described as 
rToTroEpaElES Bap,KaTol. In the Greek period the city centre was at Barka and the site of Ptolemais was 
simply its subordinate port; it was probably Ptolemy III who developed the port and named it for 
himself, reducing Barka to the position of subordinate (see Kraeling, op. cit. under 1. 74, 5 f. and L. 
Moretti, Riv. Fil. civ (1976), i86 f.). There are, however, several inscriptions of the Roman period 
in which the name of Barka is linked with that of Ptolemais, none likely to be earlier than the second 
century A.D. but none precisely dated except this one (see J. M. Reynolds, Riv. Fil. forthcoming). 
11. 8I-2, the supplements seem obvious. For the sarcastic tone of the emperor cf. W. Williams, 
JRS LXVI (I976), 74 f., arguing that this is a characteristic of Pius' epistolary style (see also V. 
Nutton, JRS LXI (I971), 56 for a good example). The common sacrifice and contest at Cyrene are 
presumably to be associated with the provincial cult conducted by the provincial koinon (cf. 1. 84 
below); I have not found another example of the formula vve*Eiv eds Tr6v &yG$va, but the sense does 
not seem difficult to follow. 
1. 83, K5tVOTOp?IEV with the implication of undesirable innovation is well attested. In the central gap 
cd-nay seems to give the sense needed in about the right number of letters. For cpAoveIKf between 
cities at this period cf. Syll.3 849 (Ephesus and Smyrna), with Dittenberger's references to Dio 
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Chrysostom XXXIV. 48, Aelius Aristides XXIII, and Cassius Dio LII. 37. 10; the issue in these passages 
is often essentially one of titles, whereas here there is certainly some point of substance involving 
celebration of a festival which, like the assize court, would bring visitors and opportunities for profit. 
It will, no doubt, also have involved payment of contributions by participating cities, as in the mid- 
third-century case of the Philadelphians in relation to the organization of the koinon of Asia (SEG 
XVII. 528). 
11. 83/4, it would seem natural to restore il avv]/euvia, recalling the avvevcria of Syll.3 849, 1. 11 which 
Dittenberger connected with the cult activities of the koinon of Asia; but if that is right I find it 
hard to envisage a restoration for the lost area at the centre of 1. 84. What survives there suggests 
a passive participle such as Kmewcrragiva which requires a neuter plural instead of a feminine singular 
subject; but LSY offers no authority for Tdg]/e,la. 
1. 84. For ?evos = province see the passage of Modestinus quoted under 1. 70 and Mason, op. cit. 
under 1. 6 f., s.v. 
11. 84/5, on the final formula see W. Williams, Historia XVI (i967), 470 f., arguing that under Hadrian 
and in the early years of Pius' reign the rider authorizing payment to ambassadors occurs only 
when the matter raised is substantial and that from c. 145 Pius insisted that superficial points should 
be forwarded via governors. The Ptolemaean case clearly rated as important. It is a little earlier 
than Williams' earliest case of authorization of payment by Pius after the change of procedure that 
he posits (SEG XIV. 479 of 155). 

The incident fits very well into our general picture of escalating civic rivalry, opposed by the 
emperors, at this period. 

The dossier as it now stands-for all the gaps in its Hadrianic section-is the major 
piece of evidence for the history of Cyrenaica in the mid-second century. All three cities 
which figure in it had, undoubtedly, suffered in the Jewish Revolt; but by I53/4 were, 
as we now see, struggling for status in the same way as the rich cities of Asia. Berenice 
and Ptolemais must have been wealthy enough to make their pleas for privilege plausible- 
as recent excavations in fact suggest. They presumably calculated also on a reduction in 
the resources of Cyrene, but the emperors backed Cyrene, the traditional capital, and she 
was vigorous enough to hit back at her rivals in the publication of these documents. At 
Cyrene too excavation suggests that in the second half of the century there was a fair level 
of prosperity. 

It is also interesting for the light that it throws on provincial life and administration 
in a number of ways; and not least because it includes two of the rare surviving instances 
of imperial decisions unfavourable to the applicants; cf. F. Millar, The Emperor in the 
Roman World (I977), 431 f., 436, 438 f., pointing out that the record provided by inscrip- 
tions is heavily biassed. Unfavourable decisions are likely to have been inscribed only 
when it suited a rival to publicize them, as here and in the instances that Millar cites from 
Coronea in Boeotia, IG VII. 2870, no. i, and Aphrodisias, whose publication is forthcoming 
in J. M. Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome. 

Newnham College, Cambridge 
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